ABSTRACT: Nitrogen vacancy (NV) color centers in diamond enable local magnetic field sensing with high sensitivity by optical detection of electron spin resonance (ESR). The integration of this capability with microfluidic technology has a broad range of applications in chemical and biological sensing. We demonstrate a method to perform localized magnetometry in a microfluidic device with a 48 nm spatial precision. The device manipulates individual magnetic particles in three dimensions using a combination of flow control and magnetic actuation. We map out the local field distribution of the magnetic particle by manipulating it in the vicinity of a single NV center and optically detecting the induced Zeeman shift with a magnetic field sensitivity of 17.5 μT Hz −1/2 . Our results enable accurate nanoscale mapping of the magnetic field distribution of a broad range of target objects in a microfluidic device. KEYWORDS: nitrogen vacancy (NV) color centers, diamond nanocrystal, electron spin resonance (ESR), localized magnetometry, microfluidic device, magnetic particles N itrogen vacancy (NV) color centers in diamond possess remarkable properties that include single photon emission, 1,2 a spin-triplet ground state with long spin coherence time at room temperature, 3,4 and spin dependent photoluminescence. 5, 6 These properties enable highly sensitive NV-based magnetic field sensors with nanoscale spatial precision, 7−11 in contrast to other types of magnetic field sensors that achieve excellent field sensitivity but whose size is typically on the order of tens of microns or larger. However, the microfluidic device in that work was only used to prepare appropriate ion concentrations.
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12−14 NV magnetometry has been deployed in a variety of applications such as detection of nanomechanical oscillations, 15 readout of magnetic data, 16, 17 monitoring ion concentrations, 18−20 and magnetic imaging. 21, 22 NV centers in diamond are also biocompatible 23−25 and, thus, can serve as biological sensors. 26−28 This capability has motivated recent efforts to manipulate and control a diamond nanocrystal hosting an ensemble of NV centers 29 and a single NV center 30 in a liquid environment using optical trapping techniques.
The integration of NV magnetometry with microfluidic systems could open up new possibilities for real-time biological and chemical sensing. Microfluidics provides an ideal device platform for sorting and manipulating samples using magnetic, optical, mechanical, or electrical methods. 31, 32 An important recent example is the work of Steinert et al. 33 that demonstrated a spin relaxometry technique based on an array of NV centers in a microfluidic device. This technique measured the concentration of a large ensemble of freely diffusing magnetic ions and molecules.
However, the microfluidic device in that work was only used to prepare appropriate ion concentrations.
In addition to preparing fluid concentrations, microfluidics can also isolate and manipulate individual objects. For example, a variety of control methods based on electrokinetic 34−36 and magnetic tweezers 37−39 can manipulate objects inside a microfluidic device with nanometer spatial precision. 40−42 Combining these highly precise particle manipulation approaches with NV magnetometry opens up the possibility to map the magnetic field distributions of target objects with nanoscale accuracy, which is essential for a broad range of magnetic imaging applications. 7, 8 Here, we demonstrate the ability to map the magnetic field of suspended objects in a microfluidic system with high nanometer spatial resolution and high sensitivity using NV magnetometry. We manipulate a single magnetic particle in three dimensions using a combination of planar electroosmotic flow control and vertical magnetic actuation. A diamond nanocrystal containing a single NV color center acts as a localized magnetic field sensor for the manipulated magnetic particle. We measure the magnetic field generated by the magnetic particle via optically detected electron spin resonance (ESR) measurements and map out its field distribution with nanoscale accuracy. In contrast to other scanning magnetometry methods based on AFM, 9,16 which require complex experimental setup and are challenging to perform in liquids, our approach uses only simple optical microscopy and is naturally integrated into a microfluidic device. Our results thus open up the possibility for highly sensitive mapping of local magnetic field distributions in a fluid environment. Figure 1a illustrates the microfluidic system we have developed to manipulate magnetic particles and perform localized magnetometry. The device is composed of two microfluidic channels formed between a glass coverslip (1 in. × 1 in. wide, 150 μm thick) and a molded block of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The microfluidic channels are filled with a viscous fluid that contains target magnetic particles in a liquid suspension (see Supporting Information). In addition to increasing the fluid viscosity, the fluid also serves to push the magnetic particles to the surfaces of the device. 41, 42 We find that the magnetic particles are preferably confined at the top PDMS surface of the microfluidic channels. The intersection between the two channels forms the control chamber where we manipulate particles and map their magnetic field distribution.
We manipulate particles in the plane of the microfluidic device by applying voltages at the four ends of the microfluidic channels and using feedback control. 40−42 The voltages induce electroosmotic flow that moves the suspended magnetic particle toward desired directions by viscous drag (see Supporting Information). To achieve vertical manipulation, we use magnetic actuation. We place a coil magnet under the microfluidic device that applies a magnetic field in the vertical direction. The magnetic field provides a downward force on the magnetic particle and also orients its dipole moment along the vertical direction.
In order to perform local magnetometry, we deposit a dilute concentration of diamond nanocrystals (mean size of 25 nm) on the glass surface of the microfluidic device using a spin coating method. These diamond nanocrystals serve as local magnetic field sensors. We lithographically pattern a microwave antenna (500 nm Au, 10 nm Ti) on the glass coverslip surface in order to drives the spin transition of the NV center to perform optically detected ESR measurements.
7 Figure 1b shows an optical image of the microfluidic device with the integrated microwave antenna. We align the microfluidic channel such that the microwave antenna is as close as possible to the control chamber without directly penetrating into it. A tunable microwave signal generator (ROHDE&SCHWARZ SMC100A) drives the antenna over a spectral range that spans the entire ESR resonance of the NV center (centered at 2.863 GHZ).
We mount the microfluidic device on a confocal microscope that excites the sample and collects emission (see Supporting Information). Figure 1c shows an EM-CCD camera image of a single diamond nanocrystal and a nearby magnetic particle in the control chamber of the microfluidic device. For all experiments reported in this letter the magnetic particles are spherical maghemite magnetic beads with a radius of 500 nm (Chemicell, Germany). The green and red boxes highlight the diamond nanocrystal and the magnetic particle, respectively. We select a diamond nanocrystal located close to the patterned microwave antenna in order to minimize the microwave power required to excite ESR transitions. Figure 1d shows an autocorrelation measurement taken from the diamond nanocrystal that exhibits clear antibunching, indicating that it contains only a single NV defect (see Supporting Information).
We first investigate the ability to manipulate a magnetic particle within the microfluidic control chamber. Figure 2a −c shows a sequence of camera images of a single magnetic particle that we manipulate on the PDMS surface to undergo a square spiral trajectory using feedback control. The panels show the position of the particle at three different times (150, 300, and 450 s). The cyan and magenta boxes indicate the start and stop positions of the trajectory. The white line shows the past history of the measured positions of the controlled particle.
In order to determine the positioning accuracy we hold the particle at a desired location for 60 s and continuously monitor its position. along x and y direction, respectively. We fit each histogram to a Gaussian (red solid line) and determine a standard deviation of 48 (47) nm along the x (y) directions, respectively. To achieve motion of the magnetic particle in the direction orthogonal to the surface, we apply a current to the coil magnet under the device. The generated magnetic field applies a force that pulls the magnetic particle away from the PDMS surface and toward the glass surface. Figure 2g plots the measured distance of the magnetic particle to the bottom glass surface as a function of the current driving the coil magnetic. We measure this distance by sweeping the particle through the focus of the objective lens using the piezo stage that holds the microfluidic device. We determine the focused position from the minimum spot size and record the stage travel distance. We repeat the measurement five times for each value of the external current. The blue dots in Figure 2g show the values obtained for the five individual measurements, whereas the red line shows the average value of the data.
At each driving current, the magnetic particle stabilizes at a different distance relative to the bottom glass surface due to cancellation between fluid forces that push the particle upward to the top PDMS surface, and magnetic gradient forces that pull it downward toward the bottom glass surface. This interplay between chemical buoyancy versus magnetic downward force enables us to control the vertical position of the magnetic particle relative to the device surface. At 40 mA current, the particle is pulled almost all the way to the bottom glass surface. The applied magnetic field also serves to orient the dipole moment of the suspended magnetic particle along the direction of the applied field in the fluid, thereby eliminating the effect of tumbling of the particle that would otherwise randomize its orientation relative to the measurement direction of the NV center.
In order to measure the magnetic field generated by the magnetic particle, we scan its position relative to the NV center and perform optically detected ESR measurements. We isolate a diamond nanocrystal that contains a single NV center on the glass surface in the control chamber. We apply a 50 mA current to the external coil magnet in order to pull the magnetic particle down to the glass surface where the NV center is located. Based on this current and the measurement results in Figure 2g , we estimate the center of the magnetic particle to be located 0.7 μm above the glass surface. Under these conditions, we scan the magnetic particles position relative to the NV center and obtain an ESR spectrum at each position.
We perform the ESR measurements using a digital lock-in approach, as originally proposed by Horowitz et al. 29 (see Supporting Information). This technique eliminates photoluminescence intensity fluctuations that arise slow mechanical drift of the NV center relative to the tight Gaussian excitation laser, instability of the NV center emission caused by charge fluctuations on the surface, 29, 43 and other slow intensity fluctuations induced by the microfluidic environment. We perform lock-in by modulating the microwave power supply on and off at a 1 kHz rate and measuring photoluminescence intensity synchronized with this modulation. We define the photoluminescence intensity contrast of the NV center as
where N on and N off are the measured photon counts when the microwave is on and off, respectively, at each value of the microwave frequency. Figure 3 shows the ESR spectrum of the NV center taken at three different positions of the magnetic particle (see Supporting Information). The left panels show the measured ESR spectrum, where blue dots represent measured data points and the red lines are Lorentzian fits to the measured data. The right panels show EM-CCD camera images that indicate the horizontal position of the magnetic particle (red box) and the NV center (green box).
Panel a shows the case where the magnetic particle is 7.25 μm away from the NV center so that its contribution to the total magnetic field is negligible. The two ESR peaks correspond to the Zeeman split spin ground states of the NV center which are separated by 42.3 MHz. This large splitting is due to the applied magnetic field from the external coil magnet. As we bring the magnetic particle to a distance of 3.62 μm (panel b), the Zeeman splitting reduces to 40.7 MHz because the field generated by the magnetic particle opposed the external field of the coil magnet. This change in Zeeman splitting provides a direct quantitative measure of the magnetic field given by the magnetic particle. At an even shorter distance of 1.50 μm (panel c), the Zeeman splitting is further reduced to 34.2 MHz.
To determine the measurement noise, we calculate the average root-mean-square fluctuations of the data in Figure 3a (relative to the fitted curve) to be 0.66%, which is very close to the 0.6% fluctuations predicted by shot noise (see Supporting Information). The noise fluctuations can be compared to the PL intensity contrast of 5.2% at ESR resonance determined from the Lorentzian fitting, which corresponds to a signal noise ratio (SNR) of 7.8. This SNR is reasonably consistent with other measurements of single NV centers in a fluid environment. 30 Because our system operates close to the shot noise limit, we can estimate the magnetic field sensitivity of our magnetometry system using the shot-noise limited relation 7, 44 η μ
where h is the Planck constant, g = 2 is the Lande g-factor for the NV center, and μ B is the Bohr magneton. Using the data in Figure 3a , we calculate a maximum photoluminescence intensity contrast of C = 0.053, along with a hyperfine unresolved microwave ESR line width of Δν = 7.2 MHz. The fluorescence count rate is measured to be R = 45 kCts/s. Inserting these values into eq 2 we attain an estimated magnetic field sensitivity of 17.5 μT Hz −1/2 . This result compares well with previously reported magnetic field sensitivities of NV magnetometry demonstrated in a liquid environment. 29, 30 Our measurement sensitivity could potentially be impacted by various fluctuations in the microfluidic environment that include tumbling of the magnetic particle and temperature fluctuations induce by microwave heating of the fluid. We observe the Zeeman splitting due to the induced field from the magnetic particle in Figure 3 . These results rule out the possibility that the magnetic particle is tumbling significantly, and indicate that the applied external magnetic field strongly orients the particle in a fixed direction. A tumbling magnetic particle would make the ESR spectrum broaden, not change the Zeeman splitting. 29 We also calculate the center frequency between the two resonances to be 2.863 MHz in all three cases indicating that we do not observe a heat induced shift due to microwave excitation. A temperature increase would shift both resonances in the same direction and thus change the ESR center frequency, 28, 45, 46 but would not significantly affect the Zeeman splitting.
We note that the contrast of the ESR spectrum is reduced in Figure 3c as compared with 3a. We attribute this reduction in contrast to increased background from scattering of the white light source by the magnetic particle. We observe a photon count rate of 45 kCts/s in Figure 3a , which increases to 75 kCts/s in Figure 3c . Because the NV excitation power remains the same in both measurements, the increased count rate results from the particle being brought closer to the spatial position where we collect light and direct it to the photodiode. Although two spots are well resolved on the camera in Figure 3c , we use a pinhole spatial filter on the photodiode that is slightly larger than the diffraction spot in order to reduce the sensitivity of the system to sample drift. As the particle gets closer to the NV center, it therefore scatters more light through the spatial filter resulting in an increased background level. This background could be eliminated in principle by using a stroboscopic measurement approach that switches the white light on to track and then off to measure with the photodiode.
To map out the magnetic field distribution of the magnetic particle, we position it at various horizontal distances r relative to the NV center and measure the variation in Zeeman splitting. We can approximate the spherical magnetic particle as a magnetic dipole when its radius is small compared to the distance r. Figure 4a plots the calculated magnitude of the magnetic field along the glass surface for a magnetic dipole whose dipole moment points normal to the device surface. The open circles represent positions of the magnetic particle relative to the NV center where we sampled the magnetic field. Figure 4b plots the measured magnetic fields of the magnetic particle, obtained from the change in Zeeman splitting, as a function of distance r. Error bars denote the 95% confidence bound of the Lorentzian fit used to find the center frequencies of the two Zeeman split ESR transitions. The red curve represents the theoretically predicted magnetic field along the glass surface for a point magnetic dipole. In these calculations, we treat the magnitude of the particle's magnetic moment and orientation of the NV center as fitting parameters (see Supporting Information). We note that the Figure 3 . Optically detected ESR spectra (left) and camera images (right) of the magnetic particle (red square) and NV emission (green square) when the particle is at a distance of (a) 7.25 μm, (b) 3.62 μm, (c) and 1.50 μm from the NV center. Scale bar is 3 μm. The red lines in the spectra are Lorentzian fits to measurement data. Dashed lines in purple and orange are the center frequencies of the Lorentzian fits in (a) and (c).
dipole model is only accurate when the distance of the particle to the NV center exceeds the particle radius (500 nm). This condition is satisfied for virtually all the data points in the figure.
In conclusion, we have developed a microfluidic platform to perform NV magnetometry and map localized magnetic fields of magnetic objects. Our method can be extended to scan any particle that we can image and manipulate by flow, making it highly versatile and largely agnostic to the target being scanned. We can improve the magnetic field sensitivity of our system by using NV centers in fabricated nanocrystals from ultrapure chemical vapor deposition (CVD) diamond, which have longer coherence times, 47, 48 and by utilizing pulsed measurement techniques using Ramsey interferometry that can improve the sensitivity down to nT/Hz 1/2 . 7,8 Furthermore, the results reported here using a single NV center can be directly extended to multiple NV centers at different locations of the device surface that serve as parallel sensors for vector magnetometry. They can also be adapted to exploit the electric field 49 and thermal gradient 45, 46 sensing capabilities of NV centers to measure other physical parameters. The presented NV magnetometry system could ultimately lead to highly functional microfluidic systems that combine single particle manipulation and real-time sensing to enable a broad range of applications in the study of biological and chemical systems. 
Optical measurement setup
We mount the microfluidic device on an inverted confocal microscope system that excites and collects emission from a NV center and images a manipulated magnetic particle through the bottom glass cover slip using a 1.45 numerical aperture oil immersion objective. A piezo stage attached to the microscope enables precise translation of the microfluidic device in three dimensions. We excite the NV center using a 532 nm continuous wave laser and use a half-waveplate to rotate the polarization to achieve maximum fluorescence intensity. In addition to the excitation laser, we use a white light source to image the magnetic particle. The excitation laser beam is tightly focused onto the NV center while the white light beam is widely focused to a 20 µm diameter.
A beamsplitter sends 25% of the collected light to an EM-CCD camera (Hamamatsu C9100-13) to track the magnetic particle using a 10 Hz camera frame rate. The remaining 75% of the collected light is spatially filtered by a pinhole aperture and is spectrally filtered using a 600-750 nm bandpass filter. This combination of spatial and spectral filtering isolates the emission from the NV center and rejects the background signal from the scattered white light with a high extinction ratio. The filtered NV emission is directed to an avalanche photodiode (PerkinElmer SPCM-AQR) to perform optically detected ESR measurements. The signal can also be directed to a Habury-Brown Twiss (HBT) intensity interferometer composed of a 50/50 beam-splitter and two avalanche photodiodes, to perform second order correlation measurements. A time interval analyzer (PicoQuant PicoHarp 300) performs time-resolved coincidence detection using the outputs of the two photon counters.
Feedback flow control system
Details of the microfluidic control system have been reported in [1] [2] [3] . The EM-CCD camera continuously monitors the position of a selected magnetic particle to nanoscale accuracy using sub-pixel averaging. The feedback control algorithm compares the current position of the particle with the desired position and applies voltages at the four ends of the microfluidic channels using platinum electrodes. These voltages then induce a corrective electroosmotic flow that moves the suspended magnetic nanoparticle from its current position to its desired position by viscous drag. This process continuously moves the particle as desired with nanoscale accuracy. This method enables two-dimensional control of a suspended magnetic particle in the microfluidic channel in real time.
ESR spectrum using Digital lock-in approach
We take ESR spectra of an NV center using a digital lock-in approach while a magnetic nanoparticle is held at desired position. We modulate the microwave signal generator on and off at a 1 KHz rate and calculate the photoluminescence intensity contrast using the measured photon counts synchronized with the modulation. We run a sequence of frequency sweeps with frequency steps of 1 MHz and integration times of 0.1 sec and integrate the data over the time windows. Thus the data points at each frequency in Figure 3 are composed of photon counts that have been integrated over 25 data runs that are separated by 10 sec time intervals. There are 100 frequency steps in the entire spectrum, which leads to a 250 sec integration time per ESR spectrum. In the experimental run we report here, we obtained 12 ESR spectra at different magnetic particle distances from the NV center which leads to a total measurement time of 50 minutes.
Shot noise limited fluctuations
We estimate photoluminescence intensity fluctuation due to shot noise using the equation 
For the data in Fig. 3a , we have N off = 56250, obtained the count rate of 45 kCts/s and 1.25s integration time, which corresponds to 0.6% C ∂ = .
Fitting measured magnetic field to theoretical dipole model
We assume the magnetic particle behaves like a magnetic dipole whose magnetic field is given
where µ 0 is the vacuum permeability and the magnetic moment of the dipole m points orthogonal to the microfluidic device surface. The magnetic field measured by the NV center is the projection of the magnetic field of the dipole B dip onto the NV orientation β :
We fit B NV to the measured data points using |m| and β β β β as fitting parameters.
